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Abstract

The single, simple concept that natural selection adjusts distances between redox cofactors goes a long way towards encompassing natural
electron transfer protein design. Distances are short or long as required to direct or insulate promiscuously tunneling single electrons. Along
a chain, distances are usually 14 Å or less. Shorter distances are needed to allow climbing of added energetic barriers at paired-electron
catalytic centers in which substrate and the required number of cofactors form a compact cluster. When there is a short-circuit danger,
distances between shorting centers are relatively long. Distances much longer than 14Å will support only very slow electron tunneling, but
could act as high impedance signals useful in regulation. Tunneling simulations of the respiratory complexes provide clear illustrations of
this simple engineering.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Fig. 1 presents the mitochondrial respiratory electron transfer
chain comprising four transmembrane oxidoreductases that
together convert redox potential free-energy between the reducing
substrates NADH and succinate and the oxidizing substrate
dioxygen into an electrochemical free-energy gradient of protons
(ΔμH+), the energy currency used to drive mitochondrial and
cellular functions. This paper addresses the large sections of linear
chains of redox cofactors evident in X-ray structures of each the
four major membrane protein complexes. These cofactor chains
extend over tens of Ångstroms within each protein complex to
link remote catalytic sites of multi-electron substrate oxidation-
reduction. In cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV) and cytochrome
bc1 (complex III), the redox chains direct electrons across the
membrane and contribute to ΔμH+, while in succinate dehydro-
genase (complex II) and NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase
(complex I) the chains extend out of the membrane to well
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removed catalytic sites. This paper explores the application of our
empirically established electron tunneling expressions to these
cofactor chains of respiratory complexes. The electron tunneling
expressions, derived and tested with photosynthetic reaction
center proteins, and backed up by statistics from a growing family
of oxidoreductases, clearly demonstrate that cofactor chains of
respiratory energy conversion protein complexes adhere to the
same tunneling design guidelines as those of photosynthetic
proteins. The expressions thus offer a simple way of examining
the tunneling parameters that underpin the activity of respiratory
protein cofactor chains including the calculation of parameters
that for respiratory proteins may be experimentally out of reach.
The work also reveals the critical role of high electron tunneling
rates at the interface of simple electron tunneling cofactor chains
and the sites of multi-electron substrate oxidation-reduction
where bond breaking and bond forming take place and where
primary energy conversion occurs.

2. Electron tunneling equations

In a successful intraprotein electron tunneling rate expres-
sion [1], four parameters are more than sufficient to provide
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Fig. 1. The membrane bound mitochondrial respiratory Complexes I through IV. Protein outlines for Complex I is from Hinchcliffe et al. [51]; other cofactor
positioning taken from structures referenced in later figures. Complex III is shown as a functional dimer. Diffusing elements quinone and cytochrome c [59] connect
the complexes. In electron transfer of two electrons from NADH to O2, 10 protons are released to the outside of the mitochondrion while 11 are removed from the
inside. However, when NADH is formed from NAD+ in the citric acid cycle inside the mitochondrion, a proton is released. Thus, a net 10 protons are removed from the
inside and moved to the outside as NADH is formed and its electrons transferred to O2.
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tunneling rate estimates given the uncertainty of measurement
of both the parameters and the rates.

log kexeret ¼ 13− 1:2−0:8qð Þ R−3:6ð Þ−3:1 ðDG
o þ kÞ2
k

ð1Þ

This equation is based on an exponential dependence of
electron tunneling with distance (R in Å) through an insulating
protein barrier, where the height of the tunneling barrier depends
on how vacuum-like or how bond-like the intervening protein
medium is. An elementary structure-based estimate that roughly
correlates with effective barrier height is the packing density (ρ)
which is around 0.76±0.1 in a typical protein. Marcus realized
that electron tunneling often has aGaussian dependence of rate vs.
distance [2], with a maximal possible rate when the driving force
(−ΔG° in eV) matches an energetic term called the reorganization
energy (λ in eV). Together ΔG° and λ determine the activation
energy for the electron tunneling. The reorganization energy can
be thought of as the energy required to move the nuclei of the
redox cofactors and their surroundings from an equilibrium
configuration favored when the electron is on the donor, to the
equilibrium geometry favored when the electron is on the accep-
tor, but constraining the electron to remaining on the donor.

Marcus' expressionwas based on a classical model inwhich the
potential energy surfaces of the reactant (reduced donor and oxi-
dized acceptor) and product (oxidized donor and reduced acceptor)
were intersecting, parabolic, simple harmonic oscillator wells, with
the reaction coordinate being a generalized one of nuclear vi-
bration/reorganization that carried the reactant equilibrium geom-
etry into the product equilibrium geometry. In the Marcus classical
view, the vibrations coupled to electron transfer are all of low
enough energy that a non-quantized harmonic oscillator descrip-
tion is sufficient. Work with photosynthetic reaction centers over a
wide range of cryogenic temperatures [3] has shown that the
Marcus classical expression is not as appropriate as an expression
that uses vibrations coupled to electron transfer that have an energy
higher than Boltzmann kT at room temperature. Indeed, the
weighted characteristic frequency of vibration coupled to electron
transfer in reaction centers appears to be close to 0.06 eV, larger
than the Boltzmann room temperature energy of about 0.025 eV
[4]. An expression that allows this quantized vibrational frequency
but maintains a Gaussian free energy dependence of rate has been
described byHopfield [5]. Although this characteristic frequency is
rather difficult to access experimentally and may vary from one
electron tunneling reaction to another, the generic value appears to
give reasonable estimates of electron transfer rates in many cases.
The somewhat broader quantized version of the Gaussian
dependence of rate on free energy gives rise to the 3.1 coefficient
in the room temperature expression of Eq. (1). The corresponding
classical Marcus expression would have a coefficient of 4.2.

Eq. (1) relates to exergonic electron transfer reactions. Many
electron tunneling reactions in biology are uphill. One way to
estimate the rate of an uphill electron tunneling reaction is to useEq.
(1) to calculate the corresponding down hill electron transfer of the
reverse reaction and then, assuming the forward and reverse rates
are related by a Boltzmann energy term, slow the forward tunneling
rate by an order of magnitude for every 0.06 eVof uphill ΔG°.

More austere tunneling expressions with fewer parameters
are often quite useful, and the only choice when there is a lack
of experimental information. Packing is the easiest parameter to
replace with a generic value, since it rarely has a dominant
effect. This leads to a three-parameter expression:

log kexeret ¼ 15−0:6R−3:1
ðDGo þ kÞ2

k
ð2Þ

The 0.76 packing typical of protein leads to the 0.6 coefficient
in front of the R. This corresponds to a natural base exponential
coefficient of decay with distance (β) of 1.4 Å−1.

The next parameter to consider replacing with a generic
value is reorganization energy, both because it is rarely mea-
sured with any precision, and because it does not appear to be



Table 1
Estimates of single-electron redox center potentials in respiratory complexes

Mitochondrial complex Redox center Em7 Reference

I N1a −0.38 [48,63]
N1b −0.25 [48,63]
N2 −0.10 [48,63]
N3 −0.25 [48,63]
N4 −0.25 [48,63]
N5 −0.25 [48,63]
N6a −0.25 [66]
N6b −0.25 [66]

II [2Fe2S] 0.00 [68]
[4Fe4S] −0.260 [68]
[3Fe4S] 0.06 [69]
heme −0.185 [70]

III c1 242 [23]
FeS 280 [64]
bL −50 [32]
bH 80 [32]

IV CuA .24 [65]
a 0.26 [16]
CuB 0.28 (0.32) [16]
Tyr 1.0 [67]
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engineered/naturally selected to have non-generic values in the
respiratory complexes. ∼0.7 eV seems to be an adequate gene-
ric value, and leads to a two-parameter expression which may
be the most useful when examining many of the large number of
electron transfer protein structures now available.

log kexeret ¼ 15−0:6R−3:1
ðDGo þ 0:7Þ2

0:7
ð3Þ

When bond making and breaking takes place at catalytic sites,
the assumptions underlying these non-adiabatic tunneling
expressions are no longer valid, and non-electron tunneling
barriers become important. However, formally, we can accom-
modate the larger barriers at catalytic sites with larger “effective”
reorganization energies which, together with driving force, define
the activation energy for electron transfer. Thus, by adjusting an
effective reorganization energy and/or driving force, the tunneling
equations can mimic essentially non-tunneling electron transfer
reactions at catalytic sites with rates that are consistent with the
observed rate of catalysis. By including appropriate rates at cata-
lytic sites in electron tunneling network simulations, it is then
Table 2
Estimates of multi-electron redox center potentials in respiratory complexes

Mitochondrial complex Redox center Em7 ave (V) log K

I FMN −0.34 −1.6
energized (+uncoupler) Qn −0.06 (0.06) 2
II Flavin −0.079 −1.6

Qs 0.134 −1.3
III Qo 0.09 −16

Qi 0.14–.018 −2.3
IV reduced (mixed val.) a3

O2 0.81[8]
O2

For two electron redox centers, individual redox midpoint potentials for the first and s
For heme a3, the Fe

II/III and FeIII/IV estimates are reported, while for O2, we report the
value of 0.81 V.
possible to see the relative importance of other truly electron
tunneling limited rates in the tunneling network.

The most extreme and simplest tunneling expression retains
only distance as a parameter, setting the driving force to a generic
value of zero, since most biological electron transfer reactions
have little driving force.

log ket ¼ 12:8−0:6R ð4Þ
This sort of equation would be appropriate only if there is a

great deal of ignorance about the electron transfer system, which
fortunately does not apply to the respiratory complexes.
2.1. Cofactor redox midpoint potentials estimates

It is now possible to apply these equations in useful simulations
of electron tunneling through the respiratory complexes, with the
benefit of crystal structures that resolve redox cofactors and allow
estimates of edge-to-edge distance, and also decades ofwork trying
to define redox midpoint potentials that can be used to estimate the
driving force for electron transfer. Together, these provide the two
most important parameters for the tunneling expressions.

It is true that experimental equilibrium redoxmidpoint potentials
(Tables 1 and 2) may not be entirely appropriate to estimate the
driving force for electron tunneling from one particular redox
microstate of a multi-redox center respiratory complex to another,
especially if redox centers are so close that electrostatic interactions
between them can noticeably shift the affinity of the redox centers
for an electron. Nevertheless, equilibrium redox midpoint values
(Em values) provide a good place to start simulations and begin to
reveal the overall engineering of the tunneling systems of the
respiratory complexes in action. These tunneling simulations illus-
rate the far reaching rule of distance in electron transfer protein
design. Crystal structure derived distances and (whenused) packing
densities will appear in colored structural figures placed just before
each panel of simulations for each complex. Redox midpoint po-
tentials used to estimate driving forces are given in Tables 1 and 2.

2.2. Complex IV: cytochrome c oxidase

Many of the electron transfers within cytochrome c oxidase
(Fig. 2) take place faster than the rapid mixing of oxygen or
stab Em7 1st reduction Em7 2nd reduction Reference

−0.389 −0.293 [71]
0 −0.12 (0.12) [49]

−0.127 −0.031 [72]
0.096 0.172 [73]

(−0.39) (0.57) this work
0.02–0.07 0.26–0.29 [23]
0.6 0.28 (0.32) [16]

−0.27 0.93 this work
0.33 2.25 this work

econd reduction is related to a semiquinone stability constant Kstab (see Eq. (5)).
values in aqueous solution [8] slightly moderated (by 5%) towards the average



Fig. 2. Edge-to-edge cofactor distances in bovine cytochrome c oxidase, PDB
crystal structure 1OCC [60]. Because O2 is not stably bound in crystal
structures, the corresponding distances with carbon monoxide in PDB crystal
structure 1OCO [61] are shown.
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cytochrome c with oxidase in stopped-flow spectrometers. Fortu-
nately, it has been possible to resolve the rapid electron transfers
within the oxidase itself by taking advantage of the fact that carbon
monoxide can be stably bound to the heme a3 of the reduced CuB-
heme a3 binuclear center. After O2 is leisurely mixed with the CO-
ligated oxidase in the dark, CO can be rapidly photolyzed. This
allows O2 to diffuse and bind to heme a3 on a∼10 μs timescale and
initiate a series of electron transfers. The delivery of 4 electrons and
the breaking of the O\Obond in O2 reduction by the fully reduced
oxidase is essentially complete in 30 μs [6]. The required electrons
are obtained from CuB and heme a (one each) and from heme a3,
(two electrons) oxidizing it to the ferryl state. This is called the Pr
state. Subsequently, CuA reduces heme a on the 0.1-ms timescale
[7], and the heme a3 ferryl state is reduced on a 1-ms timescale.

The electron tunneling times between the various reduced
redox centers of the catalytic cluster and oxygen depend not
only on distance, but also on driving force, especially when the
reaction is uphill. The appropriate midpoint potentials for the
redox couples of O2 and its various partly reduced intermediates
when bound at the bi-nuclear center are not known. It seems
likely that the protein environment contributes to catalysis by
leveling out the wide ranging redox potentials for O2 in aqueous
solution [8]. Fig. 3A illustrates the unlikely extreme case in
which the protein environment completely levels out the redox
couples to the 0.81-V average. If we disregard the experimental
limitation that O2 requires about 10 μs to diffuse to the catalytic
cluster after CO photolysis and imagine that O2 is already bound
to the reduced oxidase, then the short distances between redox
centers and the absence of large uphill driving forces would lead
to inherent femtosecond to nanosecond tunneling rates in the
successive oxidation of heme a3 FeII, CuB, heme a3 FeIII and
finally heme a. These rates are much faster than the observed
30 μs for oxygen reduction. More reasonable numbers for the
oxygen redox couples introduce a significantly endergonic rate
limiting-first step of O2 reduction by heme a3. Indeed, if the O2
redox couples are similar to those in aqueous solution,
moderated only 5% towards the average value by the catalytic
site, then electron tunneling simulations with generic reorgani-
zation energies would match the experimentally observed oxy-
gen reduction and O\O bond breaking rate.

It is believed that the heme a to heme a3 electron transfer may
be crucial for the energy coupling between the electron transfer
and proton pumping functions of cytochrome oxidase [9] and that
electron transfer directly from CuA to heme a3 or other members
of the immediate catalytic cluster may represent a possible energy
wasting short-circuit reaction. The naturally selected distances
between redox centers in oxidase by themselves work to assure
that electron transfer fromCuA progresses through heme a. CuA is
2.8Å closer to heme a than heme a3, which would lead to a ∼50-
fold faster rate in a typically packed protein (Eq. (3)). In addition,
it appears that the protein between CuA and heme a is somewhat
more densely packed than the protein between CuA and heme a3
(ρ of 0.87 compared to 0.79). Although it is not clear that this
packing density difference has been naturally selected, Eq. (1)
suggests that it adds an extra factor of 5 in favor of electron
transfer fromCuA to heme a over heme a3. There is another way in
which naturally selected distances between cofactors maywork to
prevent this potential short-circuit reaction. Reduction events at
the catalytic cluster are likely to involve some energetically signi-
ficant reorganization, such as movement of protons or reorien-
tation hydrogen bond patterning. These extra activation barriers
act somewhat like a large “effective” reorganization energy. This
will slow all electron transfers to heme a3, including the poten-
tially harmful CuA to heme a3 direct electron transfer.

A convenient way to isolate the potentially short-circuiting
CuA to heme a3 reaction and assess the effects of changing the
activation energy for reduction of the catalytic cluster, is to
remove heme a from the electron tunneling simulation (Fig. 3B).
Analytical removal of a cofactor is similar to the experimental
genetic knock-out of a cofactor, as has been done with heme bH
cofactor in complex III [10]. With a default reorganization ener-
gy of 0.7 eV, wewould expect 30 μs reduction of O2, with double
oxidation of heme a3 and oxidation of CuB. Because there is no
heme a to provide the fourth electron, we expect to see the
oxidation of a nearby tyrosine. After the initial reactions, CuA to
heme a3 direct electron transfer would be slightly faster than a
millisecond (dashed lines). Increasing the effective reorganiza-
tion energy of catalytic cluster reduction to 1.5 eV slows the
putative short-circuit to more than 100 ms (solid lines). This
would correspond to an activation energy for cluster reduction of
about 3–4 kcal/mol. When the heme a is put back (Fig. 3C), the
short 7Å distance between heme a and heme a3 means that
electron transfer from a to a3 will still be faster than O2 reduction,
even with the large effective reorganization energy for catalytic
cluster reduction. Fig. 3C shows that tunneling limited oxidation
of CuA on electron transfer to heme a takes place on the ex-
perimentally observed 0.1 ms timescale. However, following
electron tunneling between heme a and the ferryl heme a3 will be
just as rapid in the simulation, in contrast to the slower 1 ms
timescale observed experimentally. It is likely that still other
energetic barriers, such as proton movement into the catalytic
cluster to allow changes in heme a3 ligation during reduction of



Fig. 3. Cytochrome oxidase tunneling network simulations. (A) Idealized electron tunneling simulation of fully reduced cytochrome oxidase reacting with bound O2,
where each O2 redox couple has the average 0.81V Em value. All other panels use O2 redox couples close to those in aqueous solution, moderated on 5% towards the
average value by the protein environment. Dashed line represents rate limiting O2 diffusion time in practical photolysis experiments. (B) Tunneling simulation of a
heme a knock out, showing that increasing the reorganization energy for electron transfer to the catalytic cluster from the default 0.7 eV value to 1.5 eV (dashed) can
slow CuA to catalytic cluster “short-circuit” as much as required. (C) With heme a restored, the short heme a to a3 distance means the large reorganization energy for
electron transfer with the catalytic cluster does not slow oxygen reduction significantly. (D) Simulation of the mixed valence state using the average Em values of
Tables 1 and 2. (E) Simulations of the mixed valence state reaction with O2 match experiment better when using the slightly elevated experimental Em values for heme
a3 and CuB when heme a and CuA are oxidized.
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the ferryl state, slow down the inherently fast inter-heme tun-
neling rates.

Another common way that rapid electron transfer within
cytochrome oxidase is observed begins with CO bound to the
mixed-valence state, in which only heme a3 and CuB of the
catalytic cluster are reduced, but heme a and CuA are oxidized.
Under these conditions oxygen reduction is about ten times
slower, and the fourth electron appears to be extracted in the end
from a tyrosine at the catalytic cluster. This is the Pm state. For
many years the 3 ms electron equilibration between nearby oxi-
dized heme a and reduced heme a3 immediately after CO pho-
tolysis of the mixed valence state [11,12] was taken as evidence
that the tunneling equations presented here, which predict much
faster nanosecond rates of electron tunneling, were not valid
[13]. Recently, reexamination of this reaction at faster time
resolution has provided evidence that the electron transfer is
indeed the expected nanoseconds [14,15]. Fig. 3D illustrates the
expected electron transfers after CO photolysis from the mixed
valence state, including the nanosecond back equilibration with
heme a and oxidation of the tyrosine. However, the rate of
oxygen reduction is very similar to rate with the fully reduced
state, and not an order of magnitude slower, as observed expe-
rimentally for the mixed valence state. If the redox midpoint
potentials of heme a3 and CuB are only 30 mV higher in the
mixed valence state compared to the fully reduced state, as has
been described in terms of electrical interactions of close redox
centers [16], then the rate of the mixed valence simulations is
close to that of experiment (Fig. 3E).

Cytochrome oxidase provides a clear example of how distance
is used to manage electron transfer in engineering the efficient
energy transducing function of oxygen reduction and proton pum-
ping. A catalytic cluster with electron transfer distances of 5Å or
less is assembled for the required number of redox centers for the
catalytic reaction. For oxygen reduction this is four electrons using
one two-electron redox center heme a3, and two one-electron redox
centers, CuB and tyrosine. These short distances mean that when
inherently fast electron tunneling rates meet the energetic barriers
associated with the bond making and breaking of catalysis, the net
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result is rapid enough electron transfer to support the required
millisecond catalytic turnover of respiration. Because O2 seems
only capable of binding to heme a3when heme a3 andCuB are both
reduced, oxidase has found a way to assure that four electrons will
be available for reduction and that potentially destructive oxidizing
intermediates are minimized. The placement of heme a only 7Å
from the catalytic cluster is close enough to assure that electron
transfer into the cluster will be rapid, even if there are energetic
barriers imposed by the electron transfer coupled proton pumping
function of oxidase. This short-distance, rapid electron transfer also
may help to control the potential reactivity of the tyrosine radical
by quickly reducing it in productive, energy-coupled electron
transfer, although under physiological conditions inwhich electron
delivery to the oxidase by cytochrome c is limiting, the tyrosine
radical should persist until the cytochrome c arrives which could
take as long as 100 ms. Furthermore, the placement of CuA 2.8Å
closer to heme a than heme a3 means that simply based on distance
nearly all electrons will pass from CuA to heme a on the way to the
catalytic cluster and be available for coupling to protonmovement.
Any additional energetic barrier associated with catalytic cluster
reduction should slow direct electron tunneling and potential short-
circuit danger between CuA and heme a3 still further, while main-
taining relatively rapid proton coupled electron transfer between
heme a and heme a3, at least until the back pressure from the
transmembrane proton gradient becomes quite high.

2.3. Complex III: cytochrome bc1

Physiologically productive electron transfer in Complex III
(Fig. 4) oxidizes reduced ubiquinone (QH2) at the Qo site,
Fig. 4. Edge-to-edge distances and packing densities between pairs of redox cofactor
cytochrome bc1 [30]. The FeS cofactor is found in different positions in different crys
Qo site. As a crystal structure with ubiquinone in the Qo site is not available, the ri
releasing two protons to the exterior aqueous phase and
reducing cytochrome c, the substrate for complex IV. Rather
than simply connecting QH2 oxidation at Qo to reduction of
cytochrome c through a simple high potential chain (FeS and
cyt c1 redox centers), the design of complex III connects the Qo
site to an additional, low potential chain, comprised of low and
high potential b hemes (bL and bH) and a quinone reduction site
at the opposite side of the membrane, Qi [17,18]. Thus, quinone
oxidation at the Qo site sends one electron down the high
potential chain to cyt c, while shunting the other electron down
the low potential chain to reduce quinone at the Qi by one
electron. This can be seen in the electron tunneling simulation
of Fig. 5A. Transmembrane electron transfer down the low
potential chain electrically charges the membrane while qui-
none reduction at Qi takes up protons from the transmembrane
aqueous phase. By the time a second QH2 oxidation at Qo has
reduced another cyt c, the quinone at the Qi has been fully
reduced and is released into the quinone pool. The net effect of
two turnovers at the Qo site is oxidation of one QH2 and re-
duction of two cyt c with energy transduction of redox energy
into transmembrane proton and electron transfer, adding to
ΔμH+ (Fig. 1).

Unlike cytochrome oxidase, complex III operates under re-
latively little driving force and is fully and readily reversible [10,
19]. This reversibility exposes complex III to the possibility of
several semiquinone mediated short-circuit electron transfers
[10], for example between the low and high potential chains,
which would have the effect of undoing the elegant energy
transduction made possible by divergent electron transfer down
the high and low potential chains. Qi, has a relatively stable
s in the dimer of Complex III as derived from the PDB structure 3BCC of avian
tal structures; here we show FeS proximal (3BCC) and distal (1BE3) [28] to the
ng of inhibitor stigmatellin is used as a substitute to estimate distances.



Fig. 5. Electron tunneling simulations of oxidized Complex III reacting with a single reduced quinone at a Qo site. Simulations of monomers with electron tunneling
within halves of the dimer are shown on the left. Simulations with expected electron tunneling between dimer redox centers, especially between closest approaching
hemes bL are shown on the right, with dashed lines for occupancy of reduced states of the second half of the dimer that had oxidized Qo quinone to begin with. (A and
D) All redox centers included. (B and E) Qi knock-out, simulating the removal of Qi with an inhibitor such as antimycin. (C and F) Heme bH knockout, simulating site
directed mutants that do not incorporate heme bH [10]. Simulations do not include a gating of the redox states of Qo, hence short-circuits are expected between the high
and low potential chains and visible in the simulations as the final reoxidation of hemes b and Qi and reduction of FeS and heme c1. Short-circuits in the bH knock-out
are severe enough to be comparable to the catalytic quinone oxidation rate.
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semiquinone, easily observed at alkaline pHs [20,21], However,
Qo has an unstable semiquinone that has never been observed. It
is possible that Qo oxidation and reduction takes place through a
two-electron concerted reaction [10], in which a semiquinone
state is present so fleetingly (e.g., femtoseconds) that it never
relaxes into a true intermediate state. Such a mechanism would
neatly avoid the short-circuit threat. However, it is commonly
believed that semiquinone exists as a brief but real intermediate
in Qo site catalysis [22]. If so, then the electron transfer engi-
neering must allow the semiquinone to be sufficiently accessible
to enable rapid forward and reverse catalysis, but not so acces-
sible so as to foster short-circuits.

One measure of the redox couples of a quinone relevant to
the observability of a semiquinone is the stability constant,
Kstab. If the oxidized, semiquinone and reduced quinone were in
redox equilibrium, then

Kstab ¼ ½SQ�2
½Q�½QH2�

¼ 10ðEmSQ=QH2−EmQ=SQÞ=0:06 ð5Þ

Stability constants of greater than one mean that the semi-
quinone is a dominant species during a redox titrations, while
log Kstab b−4 means that semiquinone will be barely ob-
servable, if at all. The redox couples and stability constant for
Qi have been measured (log Kstab is ∼−2.3 at neutral pH) [23],
but the stability constant for Qo is small and unknown. Because
the oxidized and reduced quinone appear to bind equally at the
Qo site [24], the average of the Qo redox couples should be



Fig. 6. Edge-to-edge distances between pairs of redox co-factors in Complex II
taken from PDB structure file 1ZOY of pig heart succinate dehydrogenase at
2.4 Å resolution [37]. The distal quinone (Qd) is missing from the structure but
the site is well enough defined to obtain a tunneling distance from the heme.
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similar to that of the quinone pool, 0.09 V at neutral pH [25].
Because the SQo has not been observed by EPR, the log
stability constant should be less than −7 [22,26]. Fig. 5 shows
that a log Kstab for Qo of −16 will lead to electron tunneling
reactions that match the observed rates, using the generic 0.7 eV
reorganization energy of Eq. (3) and using quinone analogue
inhibitor stigmatellin to estimate the position of ubiquinone,
which has so far not been crystallized in the Qo site.

Fig. 5A shows the case of all components oxidized except for
Qo, with the 10−16 Kstab providing for millisecond catalysis of
quinone oxidation. This is an even lower Kstab than the 10−10

indicated by Mitchell for free quinone in the membrane pool
[27]. FeS is modeled as moving between two sites, distal and
proximal to the Qo site, as shown in various crystal structures
[28–30], with a rate of about 105 s−1 [31]. Heme bL is only
transiently reduced as the electron comes to reside on heme bH
and Qi. Here we have been using universal midpoint potentials
and ignoring the redox midpoint influencing interactions
between the redox states of Qi and heme bH. These interactions
have been the subject of many conflicting reports[20,32–34]
and will be addressed by us in a future report. When the electron
can get as far as Qi, short-circuit through reverse reactions and
SQo is safely slowed to a minute timescale. These simulations
use equilibrium redox potentials without considering the trans-
membrane potential. Under physiological conditions, the ΔμH+

will tend to disfavor Qi reduction and back up the electrons onto
the hemes b.

When the redox center Qi is knocked-out in the simulation,
analogous to the experimental case in which Qi inhibitor
antimycin is added (Fig. 5B), the heme bH reduction is domi-
nant, with short-circuits still taking place relatively slowly on
the order of tens of seconds timescale under non-membrane-
energized conditions. However, when heme bH is knocked-out,
as has been done genetically [10], then in these simulations the
electron cannot escape from heme bL and is prone to milli-
second short-circuit reactions that are comparable to the rate of
catalysis. Because rapid short-circuit reactions are not observed
experimentally in heme bH knock-outs, Qo site catalysis was
proposed to be either a concerted mechanism or a double-redox
gated mechanism [10,35], in which the redox couples of Qo and
the stability constant were modulated to allow catalysis in cer-
tain redox states, but to make the semiquinone inaccessible in
others.

Complex III is a dimer. Indeed, the FeS subunit from one
dimer reaches across the dimer interface and interacts exclu-
sively with the heme Qo site of the other half. With a heme bL
edge-to-edge spacing of 14.7Å (Fig. 4), functionally significant
electron tunneling between halves of the dimer is to be ex-
pected. This is shown in Fig. 5D–F, as the dimer kinetics cor-
responding to the monomer wild-type and knock-outs of panels
A–C. Redox equilibration of the low potential chains is ex-
pected to take tens of seconds or seconds, depending upon the
activity of Qi. Short-circuit reactions occur in both halves of the
dimer, even though reduced quinone has been introduced to
only one of the Qo sites. However, with the same fixed stability
constant of 10−16, the heme bH knockout allows the electron to
linger on heme bL, with cross-dimer redox equilibration on the
millisecond timescale of catalysis, and both sides of the dimer
short-circuit on this same timescale. These simulations show
that electrical contact across the dimer interface is significant on
the catalytic timescale, and that in a certain sense, by acting as a
functional dimer, Complex III has effectively increased the
concentration of activatable Qo sites when the Complex is
partly reduced.

These simulations show that distances between redox centers
in Complex III have been selected to be short enough to permit
rapid enough inherent tunneling rates to allow millisecond
catalysis at the Qo site, despite endergonic reactions associated
with Qo catalysis, and to guide electrons in opposite directions
from the Qo catalytic site to implement energy conversion. At
the same time, distances have been selected to be long enough
to minimize the problem of short-circuit energy wasting reac-
tions. This is most clearly seen in the near perfect alignment of
the three redox centers that make up the Qo catalytic site, FeS,
Qo and heme bL. The distances between Qo and its two redox
partners at about 7 and 12 Å are relatively short, so catalysis is
fast enough; however, the direct distance between heme bL and
FeS at 23 Å is nearly as long as possible given the first two
distance constraints. Thus, direct short-circuit reactions that do
not involve semiquinone and would be a danger even to a
concerted Qo catalysis mechanism are minimized as much as
possible. The distance between the two bL hemes in a dimer also



Fig. 7. Mitochondrial succinate dehydrogenase electron tunneling simulations.
(A) Idealized tunneling limited electron transfer from reduced flavin through an
oxidized enzyme to the nearest quinone. Knocking-out the heme has little effect
except at long timescales (dashed lines). (B) Analogous electron tunneling when
reduction to the nearest quinone has been blocked (e.g., with an inhibitor)
revealing the ability to reduce the distance quinone, via transient reduction of the
heme, on a 100-ms timescale.
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appears to be selected to be short enough to allow physiolog-
ically meaningful communication with redox species present in
the other half of the dimer, which under certain redox conditions
will stimulate catalytic turnover without the extra cost of syn-
thesizing more complexes.

2.4. Complex II: succinate ubiquinone oxidoreductase

Complex II shuttles two electrons from its water-soluble
substrate succinate to a membrane-soluble reduced ubiquinone
product at 111 s−1 in the B. taurus mitochondrial protein [36].
Complex II apparently plays a unique regulatory role in setting
the rate of respiration because it couples the state of reduction of
quinone in the respiratory chain with the operation of the Krebs
cycle where succinate and NADH are produced [37]. Unlike
Complexes I, III, and IV, Complex II has no proton-pumping
requirements tied to this transfer of electrons (Fig. 1); this
absence of energy coupling demands, along with the generally
linear configuration of its redox couples, make short-circuits a
non-issue. The chain starts with covalently bound FAD acting as
the initial two-electron acceptor; electrons are passed through
three iron–sulfur clusters before entering the membranous
domain, which contains a b heme and at least one ubiquinone
binding site. The recent availability of high-resolution mito-
chondrial Complex II structures [37] have made it possible to
accurately measure the inter-cofactor distances (Fig. 6). This
information, coupled with experimentally determined redox
midpoints (Tables 1 and 2), makes it possible to calculate the
rates of electron tunneling and quinone reduction.

Fig. 7A shows a simulation of tunneling limited electron
transfer reactions from reduced flavin to quinone in an other-
wise oxidized complex. If flavin oxidation were limited by
electron tunneling, the adjacent [2Fe2S] center should be re-
duced on a microsecond timescale. Further electron transfer is
rate limited by the uphill electron transfer between [2Fe2S] and
[4Fe4S]. [2Fe2S] should succeed in reducing the [4Fe4S] with
subsequent rapid downhill electron tunneling to 3Fe4S and the
adjacent quinone on a 300 -μs timescale. Thus, the network of
electron tunneling reactions in Complex II is more than an
order of magnitude faster than the 10 ms catalytic turnover [36],
which is likely to be limited by bond-making and -breaking
reactions at the succinate and quinone catalytic sites. The log
Kstab for the quinone could be lowered from the observed
mildly unstable −1.3 to a significantly more unstable −7 while
still keeping the tunneling rate to the quinone faster than the
catalytic turnover rate. The sub-millisecond tunneling rates
between redox centers in the tunneling simulation are
comparable to sub-millisecond intraprotein electron transfer
rates in Complex II observed by pulse radiolysis [38]. The b
heme, which has a significantly lower redox potential in mito-
chondria compared to many bacteria, is essentially uninvolved
in these millisecond timescale electron transfer simulations of
the oxidized enzyme.

However, Fig. 7A also shows that on a seconds timescale there
is the beginning of electron equilibration between the quinone
resolved in the mitochondrial structure (Qp) and another site
about 15Å away from the b heme towards the opposite side of the
membrane [37]. Although there is no quinone resolved in this
mitochondrial site, it is in a location analogous to the second
clearly resolved quinone in bacterial structures [39]. According to
early redox titrations of semiquinone in Complex II [40], there are
two semiquinones with similar redox properties. These may not
correspond to Qp and Qd, as the EPR distance between the two
semiquinones was estimated at ∼8 Å compared to the ∼32 Å
between the two sites indicated by the structure. However, in the
absence of other quinone redox midpoint measurements in
Complex II, we set the redox properties of the Qp and Qd to be
identical in the simulations. At sufficiently long times, these
simulations show electron tunneling redox equilibration between
the two quinones.

The heme, which is relatively uninvolved in the reduction of
the first quinone, is clearly important in equilibration between
the two quinones, which should take place on the seconds
timescale. Fig. 7B shows the effect of removing the near qui-
none Qp, to reveal the inherent tunneling rates through the heme
to the distal quinone Qd, on a ∼100 ms timescale, slightly
slower than the observed turnover rate of the enzyme [36].
Knocking-out the heme slows this equilibration by orders of
magnitude (dashed lines of Fig. 7A). Although heme knock-
outs have been created in Complex III, the analogous knock-
outs in Complex II so far appear to interfere with assembly of
the enzyme [41,42] so that a functional knock-out might best be
achieved by an incapacitating dramatic change of lowering the
heme redox potential, rather that removing heme ligation, as has
been done with heme c1 in Complex III [43].



Fig. 8. Complex I edge-to-edge distances as reported for a crystal structure from
T. thermophilus [51,52]. Quinone [49,62] distance not resolved in this crystal
structure are estimated from EPR spin distances. Mitochondrial Complex I does
not include center N7. Centers N4 and N5 are located based on the ligand
arrangements in the solved structure [52]. The ordering of N6a and N6b are
arbitrary.
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Although these tunneling simulations show that hememediated
distal quinone reduction is possible, it is difficult to see how this
quinone reduction could be an advantage to the organism. Both the
transmembrane electron transfer and the absorption of protons
from the cytoplasmic aqueous phase during distal quinone reduc-
tion would compromise the transmembrane potential and proton
gradient produced by normal respiration of the other complexes
(Fig. 1). On the other hand, the reverse reaction, distal quinone
oxidation and succinate reduction to fumarate, would add to the
transmembrane potentials if Qp were effectively inoperative.
Conceivably the distal quinone and reverse reaction could be part
of Complex II's regulatory role in coupling the mitochondrial
bioenergetic state with the Krebs cycle. Then again, the quinone
may be merely a vestige of ancient operation of the precursors of
the modern mitochondrial enzyme. There are bacterial analogues
of this enzyme with higher heme potentials that can operate in this
“reverse” direction.

Because the heme cannot be reduced by succinate, but can be
oxidized by fumarate [44], there has been some speculation that
the heme participates only in physiological reverse reactions.
Rather than evidence for mechanistic complexity or irreversibil-
ity, these observations are a simple consequence of the equi-
librium redox potentials of the heme (−0.185V) and the succinate
fumarate couple (+0.025 V [45]) which favors heme to fumarate
electron transfer rather than the reverse.

Although the Qo site of Complex III and the Qp site of
Complex II are in different complexes and on different sides of the
membrane, they share some remarkable similarities. They have
not only the same classes of redox partners, FeS and heme, but
virtually the same tunneling distances to these centers. However,
Complex II, with no danger of short-circuit, tolerates a direct
heme to FeS distance much smaller than the comparable distance
in Complex III (13.4 vs. 23.9 Å). This shorter distance is what
makes direct electron transfer practical and indicates that the
reverse transmembrane electron transfer from Qd to [3Fe4S] is a
real possibility.

2.5. Complex I: NADH ubiquinone oxidoreductase

Although the molecular mechanism is largely unknown,
Complex I turns the 0.82Vof standard free energy for 2 electrons
moving from NADH to ubiquinone into a transmembrane trans-
location of 4 protons and 4 charges [46], compared to 2 protons
with 4 charges translocated by the 1.1 Vof standard free energy
provided by two electrons in Complex IV [47]. Certain mem-
branous subunits of Complex I are related to bacterial transmem-
brane cation/proton antiport proteins, supporting the general
consensus is that, like Complex IV, there is some sort of proton
pumping mechanism supporting the proton to electron stoi-
chiometery [48–50]. However, the lack of a high-resolution
structure for the membrane domain of mitochondrial Complex I
makes these issues difficult to resolve.

There is a crystal structure of the water soluble domain of
Complex I in Thermus thermophilus which has sufficient reso-
lution to locate the FeS clusters [51,52]. All the FeS centers and
the flavin are in the non-membranous domain, which makes it
unlikely that they are directly involved in proton pumping. The
structure also includes an additional FeS cluster (N7) not found
in the mitochondrial complex (Fig. 8). Quinone is not resolved
in this structure, but distance estimates are available from EPR
spin interactions [49,53]. With these distances, we can use a
tunneling analysis to look at the action of a chain more than 80Å
long that, like Complex II, connects two 2-electron centers by a
chain of 1-electron centers (Fig. 9).

Without a structural resolution of where NADH is located, the
electron transfer simulation begins with reduced flavin. Flavin has
amarginally unstable semiquinone state [54], but the fully reduced
flavin to semiquinone couple has more than enough reducing
power to reduce nearby N3, with electron tunneling expected on a
nanosecond timescale, assuming that there are no proton transfer
limiting steps in flavin oxidation that would slow down the elec-
tron transfer reactions (Fig. 9A). By half a microsecond N3 re-
leases an electron toN1b and picks up the second electron from the
flavin. By 5 ms, the two electrons are expected to be evenly
distributed among the isopotential centers N3, N1b, N4 and N5
and some equilibration with the remote N1a center near the flavin.
There is a relatively long 14 Å gap between N5 and the next N6 (a
or b) in the chain, so there is a tens ofmicroseconds delay expected
before the other iron sulfur centers receive electrons. However, if
the quinone redox couple is sufficiently oxidizing, then after elec-
trons cross this gap toN6, the subsequent electron transfer through
the unusually oxidizing center N2 onto the quinone would follow
in rapid succession, so that N6 centers and N2 are reduced only
transiently. Center N7, which is a long 21Å away, is not involved
on this timescale.

The redox couples of quinone in Complex I are unknown.
Although the semiquinone can be observed by EPR spectroscopy,
which allows the distance from N2 to be estimated, so far it can
only be observed under applied membrane potential and not in an
equilibrium redox titration. Thus, even the average Q/QH2 redox
couple of this quinone is unknown. Because a Qnf semiquinone
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signal can appear in up to half the Complex I, it appears that the
semiquinone may be moderately stable under energized condi-
tions. Under non-energized conditions the semiquinone is unob-
servable, suggesting thatKstab is much less than one. If we use the
hypothetical Qnf redox couples for the stable semiquinone
recently suggested by Ohnishi and Salerno [49] (Fig. 9A, solid
lines), tunneling limited rates indicate that semiquinone would be
formed 50 μs after flavin oxidation. After the quinone is mostly
Fig. 9. Electron tunneling network simulations of Complex I, beginning with
reduced flavin and all other centers oxidized. (A) Electron tunneling reactions
are fast enough to support the catalytic turnover rate of the enzyme when redox
couples for quinone favor semiquinone (solid lines), mildly disfavor (dashed), or
even when semiquinone is highly disfavored with a log Kstab of −14 (dotted).
(B–D) A simulation of single knock-outs of FeS centers, N1b, N4 and N5,
respectively. While the first two knock-outs can support catalytic turnover rates,
the N5 knock-out reduces quinone only on an hour timescale.
reduced to the semiquinone, then N2 can start to accumulate
electrons and share them with the nearly equipotential SQ/QH2

redox couple on the 100 μs timescale. Using the hypothetical
more oxidizing and unstable semiquinone redox couples sugges-
ted by Ohnishi and Salerno for the non-membrane-energized
condition (Fig. 9A dashed) delays semiquinone formation, but
fully reduced QH2 would form on the same timescale, with nearly
complete electron transfer and very little reduced N2 appearing
even transiently.

Each of these quinone reduction rates is much faster than the
catalytic turnover of the enzyme; thus semiquinone Qnf could be
considerably more unstable and more like the Qo of Complex
III, still allowing rapid enough reduction by tunneling from N2
to support the observed catalytic turnover of 100–150 s−1 [55].
For example, if the log Kstab were −14 (dotted lines of Fig. 9A),
then the simulations indicate that electrons would accumulate on
N2 until it was nearly fully reduced, N6a and b would also
appear partly reduced, and Qnwould become doubly reduced on
the 5 ms catalytic turnover timescale.

There are some important mechanistic consequences to the
possibility that at least one quinone in Complex I may have a very
low stability constants. For example, with a log Kstab of −14, as in
Fig. 9A, the two quinone redox couples will be separated by a
large 0.84V. This means that if the quinone were to have the
average redox properties of pool quinone, the Q/SQ couple would
be around −0.33V— low, but reducible by flavin. The other SQ/
QH2 couple would be around +0.51V, providing an astonishing
0.83 eVof driving force for electron transfer. This should be more
than enough to drive the proton pumping mechanism of Complex
I. Furthermore, in quinone redox chemistry, the reduction of the
second couple is often associated with the uptake of two protons:
SQ+e−+2H+−NQH2. We have described [48] a pump mecha-
nism for Complex I that exploits this second, high driving force
redox couple as a non-exchangeable quinone that engages in
proton uptake, conformational changes and proton pumping to
achieve the 4 proton, 4 transmembrane charge translocation per 2
electron stoichiometry of Complex I. Under equilibrium redox
titrations, the semiquinone of this species would not appear,
because the Kstab is so low. However, under energized turnover
conditions, after the quinone is primedwith an electron to form the
semiquinone state, it may become visible by EPR, thereafter
actively moving between the SQ and QH2 state. A similar mecha-
nism has recently appeared that does not make explicit mention of
the role of other quinones in Complex I [49]. It is of course also
possible that proton pumping by Complex I exploits the large
driving force of this second reduction of quinone, without relying
directly on quinone to manage the pumped protons.

Complex I has a cluster of FeS centers in the middle of the
chain that would in principle tolerate cofactor dysfunction or
knock-out and still have tunneling rates fast enough to support
rapid catalytic turnover. If cofactorN1bwere knocked out, Fig. 9B
shows that flavin would reduce N3 as usual and significantly
reduce N1a, but that the electron would not progress down the
chain until about 100 μs, transiently appearing on N4 and N5
before going on to form semiquinone. The second electron would
then pause at N3 before passing quickly through the N5, N4 relay
to partly reduce centers N2 andQH2 on a 200-μs timescale. This is



Table 3
Distance related engineering issues that distinguish the complexes

Complex Chain
(Rb∼14Å)

Cluster barrier
scaling
(Rbb14Å)

Short-circuit
prevention
(RN14Å)

Unstable
substrate
intermediate

IV yes yes, 4 e- yes, H+ short yes, O2 couples
III yes yes, 2e- yes, e- short yes, Qo
II yes no no no
I yes probably not yes, H+ short no
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only about 10 times slower than the wild-typewith N1b active. By
knocking-out of the N4 cofactor instead, electron transfer would
slow a bit more (Fig. 9C). Now that two FeS centers N3 and N1b
are available, flavin would double oxidize as usual, but electron
transfer through N5 to form semiquinone would be delayed until
200μs and accumulation of electrons onN2 andQH2would be on
themillisecond timescale. The knock-out of cofactor N5 (Fig. 9D)
leaves a big gap in the chain and is clearly lethal, with electrons
accumulating on the isopotential FeS centers N3, N1b and N4 and
remaining there for 100 ms until the distant isopotential [56,57]
N7 FeS center in bacterial Complex I begins to share the electron.
Center N7 effectively acts as a high impedance, long time-
constant monitor of the state of reduction of the reducing end of
the Complex I electron transport chain. Reduction of the quinone
in this N5 knock-out simulation takes almost an hour.

Distances between cofactors in Complex I are selected to be
short enough to easily allow electron transfer down this unusually
long chain in a time securely faster than that required to support
catalytic turnover of the enzyme. While the more than 80 Å
distance seems absurdly long for the simple act of connecting two
catalytic centers, this design may reflect the modular origin of
modern respiratory Complex I from hydrogenase-like and other
enzymatic ancestors [58]. If this was the case, the distances bet-
ween redox centers which worked for the earlier enzymatic func-
tions were, not surprisingly, also entirely adequate when subunits
were concatenated to make a longer chain in Complex I. The
major concern on connecting modules would be keeping the co-
factor distances at the interface at 14Å or less, which seems to have
been satisfied. The relatively long distances between chain ele-
ments and the catalytic sites of flavin and quinone reduction,
compared to the catalytic cluster of Complex IV, suggest that the
barriers for oxidation or reduction of these two electron centers
may be relatively small; closely paired electron transfer reactions
to accommodate a large uphill electron transfer step do not appear
to be necessary in Complex I. The long distance between N2 and
Qnf could be a problem for mechanisms that require the quinone
to be intimately involved in a high barrier, short-circuit vulnerable
energy coupling and proton pumping, whichwould have the effect
of slowing the electron transfer rate. However, the Complex I
structure is not completely resolved and other redox centers (such
as Qns) need to be placed before we can consider the energy
coupling mechanism further.

3. Conclusion

Each of the respiratory Complexes includes one ormore chains
of redox centers connected to one or moremulti-electron catalytic
sites. Depending upon the magnitude of the chemical barriers at
the catalytic site, and the possibility of proton or electron short-
circuiting, the distances between redox centers near the catalytic
sites are either short, to cluster redox centers and provide rapid
enough electron tunneling to scale barriers, or long, to weaken
energy wasting short-circuit reactions. Table 3 summarizes the
different constraints faced by each Complex, and the adjustment
of tunneling distances in each case. The natural selection of
distances in the appropriate range for these functions gives the
Complexes a robustness in electron transfer rates that tolerates
mutational changes in the protein and may have been essential for
successful cycles of variation and selection that led to these mo-
dern forms of the respiratory Complexes.

Beyond the principle concern of setting electron tunneling
distances, the heights of barriers at the catalytic sites is next in
importance in the engineering of electron transfer proteins. An
important contribution to the barrier at the various quinone cata-
lytic sites is the potentially uphill electron transfer to and from the
oxidizing and reducing redox couples of the quinone, as quantified
by theKstab.Most quinone sites are designedwith redox partners at
sufficiently short distances and appropriate redox potentials so that
protein surrounding the quinone has the freedom to provide awide
range of stability constants and still allow electron tunneling not to
be rate limiting for catalytic turnover. TheQo site inComplex III is
the only Q site that actually requires a small Kstab and moderately
large energetic barrier for electron tunneling because of its singular
vulnerability to semiquinone mediated short-circuits, and is the
only quinone site that clearly needs to be in a cluster. All other
quinone sites have less unstable semiquinones and can tolerate
long tunneling distances and do not require more than one close
redox partner. It appears that in the design of quinone binding
sites, it is sufficient for the protein to provide hydrogen bonding
geometries or protonation partners that mildly stabilize the semi-
quinone and moderately raise the Kstab from the ∼10−10 range of
unbound quinone in the pool [27], to ∼10−7 in the quinone
binding sites.
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